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voices  to be heard.  The  focus  is on  the  realities of  individual  lives,  controversial
viewpoints, and personal perspectives usually not accessible to the public. The se‐
ries aims to foster democratic debate and intercultural dialogue.
When  researching potential  authors  for  the  series,  the  ZAK’s  editorial  team was
pointed  to Amir Heinitz, a German historian and political  scientist with an  Israeli
background.  In 2010 he had started working with a  legal aid clinic  for refugees  in
Cairo  in preparation for a PhD on migration politics  in transit countries. Just a few
weeks after  the outbreak of  the Egyptian Revolution on 25  January 2011, he had

















surprisingly  harmonious.  The  two  of  us would  sit  on  our  balcony  and  explain  our
views and our origins to one another, trying to make sense of our surroundings, and





contribution  to  the  series. The e‐mails  chosen  for publication were written  after
Heinitz’ return from Cairo, and cover the time span from August 2011 to September
2013. In these e‐mail exchanges, Reda writes from Cairo, where she lives, and from




















































































































very much. Whenever  they  find out  I am Egyptian,  they  say:  “Nooooooooo, Egi‐
















of symptoms, things  I never had  in my  life: memory  loss,  loss of  interest, a pretty









In October  I was on a rather overdone  trip  in Europe. London‐Cambridge‐Oxford‐






























imprisoned for several months  in 1933 for his  involvement  in the circles of Magnus Hirschfeld (a





















































































































































































tred  instead of bread.  I am  really depressed, especially  since  I  find myself  in  the


































































































I  feel alone with why  I  left, despite wanting  to  stay; and  in which people  readily


















































Iran, the Gulf, Europe,  Israel, and America. But  I will save  it for  later, because the
game is still on.
Recently, my female colleague was curious to know about my experience living out
























































































political scientist and historian,  I see processes occurring  that are necessary  for a





















































I hear you have been having power  cuts.  I only  rarely  read  the news anymore –
sometimes  the headlines. Mostly bored,  I read  three sentences, and  I know what
the rest of the article is going to look like: a bit of that, a bit of the other, a personal
story so that I can relate, some expert, and then a conclusion – and all of that mostly



















in  Egypt with  the Muslim Brotherhood  in  the next  years,  they  said  Europe  tried






















































whose hand  is  in fire.” You know nothing, and  if you care enough to know, search
well. Open your eyes. Here is the civilized Egypt – the experienced one, the one who




























































































































































boat,  the boat of  slavery – slavery  to human nature,  the evil  side, unfortunately.
















































they  will  in  alternating  alliances  weaken  themselves,  until  everybody  is  so  ex‐
hausted that only the people persist and will determine what will happen with the
country. As a historian, I see two models (and they are nothing more than models
really):  the  revolutions  throughout Europe  in 1848, and  the French Revolution of
1789. 1848 seems unlikely at this point, because the old system appears to be too
weakened already to be able to re‐establish control relatively rapidly. 1789  is of a






worry  for  the country  that my  father  is  from,  for  the people  I  love  there. Since a




about orbicide, but when  I was  in Egypt,  I did – and  it’s not gone. But here,  I can
think more about buying strawberries and mixing them with mint and lime to make


































rope.  I have been watching a video of European history and  the man  talking was
American, explaining to American students. So he is saying, “And this is what Europe
will be as we know it today, and with which we have lots of issues.” And in another
video  he  continues  explaining  some  of  the  issues,  such  as  the  fact  that  Europe
doesn’t have to spend a lot of money for weapons and armies, because it depends
































































































On the Egyptian Revolution: E‐Mail Discussions by Two Former Cairo Flatmates (Amir Heinitz, Marian Reda)Do you know  that  I need  to  finish  some documents  in Cairo University and  for a
month  I haven’t been able  to?30  I can’t  tell you how  the  life of  the people  living
there  is. Women don’t go out. One  friend of mine  lives there. They can only take
one direction – the other would lead to the sit‐in, and she fears going there with her










ing to understand, and this  is reflected  in a  lot of the articles I have been reading.






drastically  in Egypt, and with no harm to here. That  is what  is most  important for







































32 Cf.  Egypt  Crisis: Deaths  as  Cairo Violence  Resumes,  in:  BBC,  16.08.2013;  http://www.bbc.com/
news/world‐middle‐east‐23721584 [29.09.2016].
33 Cf. UN Calls  for Maximum Restraint  in  Egypt  amid Violence,  in: CBS News,  15.08.2013;  http://
www.cbsnews.com/news/un‐calls‐for‐maximum‐restraint‐in‐egypt‐amid‐violence [29.09.2016]; Egypt










































and wisdom. Sorry for saying that, but  I don’t think  I would find  it  in  lots of other
parts  in Europe. People here understand everything,  the only minister  in Europe
who said that Europe has to support Egypt in its war against terrorism was the Ital‐
ian minister of defence. Maybe because they are threatened. But still, when I speak








we will have elections  in about  two  to  three months. Ashton36 apologized a  few
days ago. She  said, “At  first, we didn’t  realize  the  fact of what was happening  in
Egypt and I am ready to come back to give my advice. Egyptians are partners and im‐
















































































years  in  Toronto.  He  pursued  undergraduate  studies  in  International  Affairs  in  Brussels,
























of  the Culture Committee of  the German UNESCO Commission,  chairwoman of  the Aca‐
demic Council for Culture and Foreign Policy (WIKA) at the Institute for Foreign Cultural Rela‐



















Ever since the outbreak of the revolutionary movements that in Europe have come to be 
known as the “Arab Spring”, diverse forms of protest seem to be on the increase worldwide. 
At their core, these protests are driven by citizens’ calls for more social participation, more 
democracy, and – above all – more transparency in individual states. Young people in 
particular are at the forefront of these protests, as has been exemplified by the Occupy 
movements in New York, Frankfurt, and elsewhere. A further defining feature is that most of 
the protesters belong to a well-educated middle class – a middle class that refuses to accept 
the prevailing social imbalances and the resulting lack of opportunities, most notably with 
regard to employment. 
The international series “The Critical Stage. Young Voices on Crucial Topics” deals with these 
developments and poses questions such as: Can this growing level of resistance be defined 
as a homogeneous global phenomenon? Or are these protest movements more regional 
in nature, and determined by the respective state systems within which they are located? 
What specific demands can be identified, and how could these demands be incorporated 
into political decision-making processes? Does the underlying reasoning extend beyond the 
political sphere to other areas as well?
Designed as an ongoing online publication, “The Critical Stage” aims to bring together the 
various standpoints of protest movements from around the world. The series gives a voice 
to representatives from a wide variety of individual movements. Young journalists, film 
directors, artists, researchers, and members of diverse protest groups share their views 
on the inequities in many of the world’s political systems, and on the various modes of 
resistance that are being formed in response to these conditions.
